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ALBIE WHITE PAPERS 2019 

CAPT. MIKE HOGAN 

ALBIE GEAR GUIDE 

Gear Guide: Outfits for Bonito and Albies #341 
 

Capt. Mike’s Preferred Outfit: Shimano Saragossa 5000 SW (Reel) & Terez TZSW-70MH (Rod) 

WHY THIS OUTFIT? 

To keep it simple, I use the same exact 7-foot rod as I do for stripers.  

I particularly like this outfit because it is heavy enough to throw 2oz lures if I need to but can 

also scale down to about 5/8oz if they are eating small stuff. Around our parts, this rod pretty 

much covers just about every situation you’ll encounter from schoolie to trophy size stripers. The 

sweet spot for this rod is about .75oz to 1.75oz in casting weight. 

I do make one alteration from my striper outfit come albie season — I switch to a spool I keep 

handy loaded with 12-pound test Yozuri Hybrid line and tie the lure on directly with a loop not. 

There are times when I find bonito and albies to be so finicky in greasy calm water, that I swear 

they can see the braid. In windy conditions, I use 20-pound test Suffix braid. If I am using 

Yozuri Hybrid I tie directly. If I am using braid, I’ll connect a 36-inch leader of 10 to 20-pound 

test fluorocarbon. 

 

MY OTHER OUTFITS 

 

 

http://www.saltycape.com/
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LURE/ROD CHART 

 

CASTING 

St. Croix Extreme XIS70MHF 7′ M: This rod is a rocket and as I mentioned above, does really 

well with lures from 3/8 to 1.25oz. This rod is a blast on Albies. Not much else to say about this 

rod as an albie machine. 

Shimano TZSW-70MH 7′: Sometimes you just get outgunned by the strong SW in September 

and you need heavier lures, maybe a 2oz Heavy Minnow. If I need to go with big lures (on albie 

scale) this is y rod. Mainly because I have it in my arsenal, but it does the trick. 

TROLLING 

Shimano TZSW-70MH 7′: I keep coming back to this rod! It literally does everything; 

including trolling for Albies. I either rig a 1.25oz Hogy Epoxy Jig, a 2.5oz Sand eel jig or a deep 

diver swimmer, set it and forget it. 

SURF 

St. Croix Legend Surf HF10153 9’: IF I know I am albie fishing, I will drop down to 30lb test 

braid. This rod pairs perfectly with a Hogy 2oz heavy minnow, a 2oz Peanut Bunker Jigs and a 

1.25oz Epoxy Jig. 

http://www.saltycape.com/
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LINE, LEADERS AND TERMINAL CONNECTIONS 

Gear: Gear, Line Leader and Terminal Connection for Albies #330 

The only real difference between tuna jigging and casting lures, and striper casting and jigging lures is the 

size of the outfits, the heaviness of the leaders and the strength of the terminal connections. The lures 

themselves are not all that different in size, which means that by upgrading your terminal connections for 

tuna, you can use the same gear. 

• Braided Line: You have two choices with braid: hollow core and traditional solid style. For my 

reels 18000 and above, I use hollow core and since braid is very expensive and will last multiple 

seasons, I am pretty consistent with my sizing. 100lb on my 18000 and 130lb on my 20000 sized 

reel. I like hollow core because you can have a spliced loop that is strong and smooth but also has 

minimal drag going through the guides while casting or if under strain with a big fish. The loop 

will allow you to simply and quickly change pre-made wind-on leaders. Your local shop can put a 

braid in your line for you if you don’t know how or have the time. If you break off your loop 

while fishing, you can create a new loop with a Bimini hitch or the faster and easier Spider hitch, 

which isn’t quite as strong. (TIP: I reverse the line on a spool after a season. Your shop can do 

this for you) 

• Leader Material: Some anglers use mono leaders for casting and jigging and in addition to the 

huge cost savings, there are some advantages. 1) Mono is softer and suppler. That means it will 

take less memory set than fluorocarbon and that is not worth it as heavy fluorocarbon leader can 

sometimes act like a slinky on your reel. 2) Mono has some stretch, given its shock-absorbing 

characteristics and connections hold better when there’s a lot of pressure at boat side. 3) It crimps 

better than fluorocarbon leader. It’s more forgiving. THAT BEING SAID, I personally use 

fluorocarbon leader 100% of the time for the simple reason that it is less visible underwater. Tuna 

have such keen eyesight and I believe that mono over flouro would trade in a number of those 

single fish days to skunky days. I’ll live with the headaches. TIP: Flouro gets dirty. Keep alcohol 

wipes and wipe them throughout the day. I also replace my fluorocarbon leaders after every trip, 

even on fishless days. A simple teeny, impossible-to-see-by-the-naked-eye, nick in the line will 

hold light and lose its stealth. There are a number of knots you can use to tie leader directly to 

braid. Some of them are fascinating and ultra-slick through the guides, giving you extra casting 

distance, but I prefer the ease and convenience of a loop-to-loop connection of a wind-on leader. I 

figure I will have more fishing time if I can put a new leader on in a quarter of the time. 

• Leader Size: With tuna, the lighter the fluorocarbon, the more likely you will be to get bit. 

Unfortunately, practicality often gets in the way of the fun and you have to live with fewer bites 

but more landed. For Bluefin likely to be over 100lbs, I use 100lb leader for casting and 130lb 

leader for jigging. For smaller, school sized fish, my default is 80lb but I carry 60lb for 

problematic days when the fish are being super picky. (More on that later). 

• Leader Length: The longer the leader, the better as tuna do not like seeing the braid to flouro 

connection. But it is difficult to cast, therefore I make casting leaders much shorter. My default 

casting leader is 12’ whereas my jigging leader is 30’ or 40’, especially on conventional reels. 

You also need extra leader for jigging because the presentation is entirely different. There is far 

more line in the water in contrast to the water around it. With a cast leader, only a small 

percentage of the line might be visible on the surface 

• Terminal Connection: My general rule of thumb is that I tie direct with a loop knot at 60lb test 

and below, and crimp the line above. 80lb can really go both ways and I will crimp it if I feel I 

need the chafing gear. 100lb and above is crimped all the way. In most cases, I will crimp with 

½” chafe gear to a 220lb swivel and attach a similarly sized split ring to the swivel. This is the 

http://www.saltycape.com/
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best way as the swivel will minimize torque on the connection during a battle. The split ring gives 

added abrasion resistance and easy lure changes. 
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GEAR: ALBIE LURE LIST 

Gear Guide: Capt. Mike’s Guide to Albie Lures #340 

 

There are so many options out there, and I often get asked which lures to use when for all species of 

fish. Today, I’d like to talk briefly about albies. The way I look at my lure selection is sort of how I 

picture a golfer looking at a set of clubs. For example, a wood driver will get greater distance but less 

accuracy than an iron and following that same logic, you would use a putter on the green. I have golfed 

MAYBE 8 times in my whole life, so just bear with me if not a perfect analogy. So, what I am getting at 

is that I balance range with lure action. In a nutshell, it could be said the lighter the lure, the more 

effective it will be. That said, you’re not going to catch fish if your lure isn’t in front of one.  

The most popular lures for bonito and false albacore can be broken down into three categories: Metals, 

Soft Baits and Epoxy Jig ® Lures. 

EPOXY JIG ® LURES 

Although they may be a bit hard to find, Hogy Epoxy Jig ® Lures offer some of the best of both worlds 

between a metal lure and a soft bait. They have the casting distance of the metal due to their shape and 

weight relative to their size, but with the epoxy coating they have a very natural translucency that is a 

major plus with soft baits.  

• PROS: With the epoxy finish, the light refracts through the clear coat similarly to that of a live 

baitfish’ scales and coating. The epoxy is lighter than metal so it can be fished very slowly with a 

subsurface walk-the-dog action.  

• CONS: They are pricey and hard to find. (But well worth it! Often referred to as the best albie 

lures ever!) 

• WHEN TO USE: Scattered fish. Best way to catch scattered bonito and albies is to blind cast. In 

this situation, I always say bigger is better, as the bigger the lure, the easier it is to see. Also larger 

lures cast further, allowing you to cover more ground and present to more fish. I would go with a 

60-gram Hogy Epoxy Jig ® Lure. 

Capt. Mike’s Notes: The Hogy Epoxy Jig ® Lure is a fantastic, all-around albie jig and it is the best 

seller for Hogy Lures. This lure can be fished at a variety of speeds (fast, medium or slow), it has a decent 

casting range and a moderate sink rate. The translucent epoxy clear coat is the most natural finish as the 

silhouette resembles most small bait fish.  

Best For: General Conditions 

METALS 

Metal lures such as Hogy Heavy Minnows, Squinnows and Hogy Sand Eels are perhaps the most 

commonly used lures for bonito and false albacore. But, in my opinion, with the development of soft 

plastics and epoxy-based lures, the metals are now practically obsolete in calm conditions and are my go-

to lures in windy and surfcasting situations where very long range casts are essential. While they still 

work just as well as they always have, it’s simply hard to beat some of the specialized features and actions 

of the plastic counterparts.  

• PROS: These metal lures are readily available, durable and easy to cast and are the appropriate 

size for replicating baitfish that bonito and albies eat.  

http://www.saltycape.com/
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• CONS: The downside of the metals is that they have to be fished very fast or they will sink out of 

the strike zone. They are also limited by their finish; either chrome plated or painted colors.  

• WHEN TO USE: Super windy conditions. The large size will not only make casting easier but 

the larger size will be easier for bonito and albies to see.  

Ex. Heavy Minnows – Capt. Mike’s Notes: Good for imitating small baitfish. The heavy weight relative 

to its size allows for superior casting range. This lure is a casting machine but has less action that Epoxy 

Jig ® Lures. This lure likes to be fished fast for best action. Not ideal for calm conditions. It has a thicker 

profile and imitates both small anchovies and small butterfish. It is also good for vertical jigging for scup 

and sea bass under albies. Best For: Windy Conditions, Long Range Casting, Boat Fishing 

Ex. Sand Eel Jigs – Capt. Mike’s Notes: Ideally suited for narrow, silhouetted baitfish such as silver 

sides and sand eels. Very good casting range. Often fished with a bucktail teaser. Longer, more slender 

profile allows the jig to ride higher than the Heavy Minnow at slow speeds. Designed for beach albie 

anglers but effective on boats as well. BEST FOR: Windy Conditions, Long Range Casting, Shore 

and Boat Fishing 

SOFT BAITS 

Soft baits have become very popular for bonito and false albacore. Although they come in just about 

every shape and size you can imagine, I tend to double the size of the soft baits compared to what the 

albies are eating. At first, I made this upgrade to increase casting distance but I quickly found that the 

larger baits attracted more fish than smaller, more naturally sized baits. My theory is that the larger soft 

baits stick out from the school of baitfish a little bit. The commotion of a large soft bait ripping across the 

surface is great for blind casting; the commotion draws attention and the larger bait size is often enough to 

make the effort worthwhile for the fish.  

PROS: One major upside is that soft baits are available in translucent colors. My all-time favorite is the 

amber color made by Hogy Lure Company. Unlike metal lures, they don’t sink very fast and that means 

you can keep your lure in the strike zone longer. They also have a very natural quiver that looks 

extremely lifelike. Another plus for softbaits is that they can be fished weedless, which comes in handy if 

the wind is strong and the water is churned up. If casting weight is an issue, you can add a little extra 

weight with a swimbait hook. 

CONS: Even though “lightly weighting” softbaits increases casting distance, they are still not the best in 

terms of casting. It’s hard to beat the casting distance of a metal or an Epoxy Jig ® Lure. 

WHEN TO USE: Flat calm water. My go-to would be a 7-inch softbaits tied directly with a Yozuri 

Hybrid line. If I’m using braid I would use a 4-foot leader. You can make a lot of commotion on the 

surface with an unweighted soft bait – a great technique for blind casting. With selective fish, lighten up 

with the 4.6-inch Hogy Sand Eel if you can cast it far enough with your outfit.  

Ex. 7” Hogy Original – Capt. Mike’s Notes: This classic albie killer from Hogy is the most popular in 

amber, but bone and pink are top sellers too. This bait is a major challenge in the wind but when fished 

properly, it is absolutely deadly on finicky albies. Fish with your tip in the water to achieve the highest 

reel retrieve possible. The bait will burn just a few inches under the surface when rigged with a swimbait 

hook. The visuals for this bait are amazing and well suited for light wind or down wind conditions. BEST 

FOR: Super Calm Conditions, Spooky Albies 

Ex. 3.5” and 4.25” Hogy Pro Tail Paddle – Capt. Mike’s Notes: The Hogy Pro Tail Paddle is a perfect 

imitator of any medium sized bait fish. The nice feature about this series is that they come in a variety of 

weights up to 6oz. The 4oz. through 6oz. are the most popular. It’s the only softbaits in its class with that 

http://www.saltycape.com/
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much weight which makes the lure unique in that you can cast it with heavy tuna gear. Another benefit 

from the heavy weights is that this lure can switch hit from casting, to jigging, making it incredibly 

versatile. BEST FOR: Scattered Fish, Vibrations for Attracting Fish, Slow Medium Retrieve for 

maximum water time for greater visibility. 

 

Match the Hatch: Imitate Baitfish for Bonito and Albies #333 

One of the reasons the fall albie run on Cape Cod is such an exciting fishery is the abundance of 

bait that floods our inshore waters starting in late August. This time of year, it's not uncommon 

to find albies bouncing between silversides, sand eels, peanut bunker and butterfish all within a 

one mile radius. That's why it's important to be prepared to match the hatch depending on what 

kinds of bait you're seeing pushed up out of the water. 

Here, we've put together a photo guide to help you select the correct size and color lure for each 

baitfish. Also, check out or bonito & albie lure matrix to see a full chart of recommended lures 

for each type of baitfish. 

 

ATLANTIC SILVERSIDES (SPEARING) 

Also known as spearing, silversides can be found along the coastline and estuaries on all of Cape Cod & 

the Islands. A mature silverside can reach about 6inches but are often found in schools out in open water 

and are frequently between 2 and 4 inches long. Silversides tend to move slowly in large schools. 

Their silvery lateral line is very distinctive and can be problematic if fish can be too keyed in on them. 

The best retrieve speed for mimicking silversides is a slow to medium retrieve. 

Too Much Bait: If there is an extreme abundance of silversides, so much so that it is hard to get a bass or 

albie to key in on one, your go to retrieve is the dead drop slow twitch, which will simulate a wounded 

silverside descending from the school. 

PEANUT BUNKER 

You know the fall has either arrived or imminent when peanut bunker show up. Like the bay anchovy, 

peanut bunker ball up in great numbers just under the surface. Peanut bunker typically range from 2 to 3 

inches. Like both the bay anchovy and the silversides, peanut bunker too have a very distinctive color 

patterns. When they are dead, they appear to be silver as they lose their coloration very quickly. Don’t be 

fooled! But alive and well in their habitat, Peanut bunker have an olive twinge, with pink colorations. 

Your go to color patterns will be olive, ideally with a pink twinge. 

Too Much Bait: The best retrieve speed for mimicking these is a medium to fast retrieve. If there is an 

extreme abundance of Peanut bunker, so much so that it is hard to get a bass or albie to key in on one, 

your go to retrieve is tip in the water fast retrieve, which will simulate a strike response. 

BUTTERFISH 

http://www.saltycape.com/
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Tiny butterfish can be found balled up all over the Cape & Islands in the fall. Butterfish have a unique 

profile that is hard to replicate and still have a good swimming action with a metal lure. As a result small, 

fat and round softbaits in a bone or silvery coloration is the way to go. They are slow moving, so a slow 

to medium retrieve is ideal. 

SAND EELS 

Perhaps by various different names, I think there are sand eels in every body of water. Sand eels can 

range from 2 to 9 inches. Nothing drives bass and albies crazier than big balls of sand eels. They can 

show up in all levels of the water column so be ready with different weights. Sand eels are olive and 

silver and in like kind, those are the colors you would use. That said, a long narrow profile goes a long 

way in imitating sand eels as well. 

Too Much Bait: The best retrieve speed for mimicking these is a slow to medium retrieve. If there is an 

extreme abundance of sand eels, so much so that it is hard to get a bass or albie to key in on one, your go 

to retrieve is tip in the water fast retrieve, the dead drop slow twitch, which will simulate a wounded 

sand eel descending from the school. 

JUVENILE HERRING 

Fall is the time when these small delectables make their way out into the big ocean. Juvenile herring get 

balled up easily but often separate faster than other schooled baitfish. Blue or silvery lures work best. I 

personally find that predators keyed in on herring tend to be the easiest to catch. Their silvery tinge is a 

common color pattern. Juvenile herring are more chubby than not so small softbaits are also quite 

effective in addition to small metals and epoxy jigs. The best retrieve speed for mimicking small herring 

is a medium to fast retrieve with lots of twitches with your rod pointed downward. 

JUNVENILE MACKEREL 

Like the juvenile herring, bass and albies get very aggressive when keyed in on small mackerel. They are 

fast moving schools, so be ready to be nimble. Obviously green is the top color for matching the hatch for 

mackerel. As fast to very fast retrieve is ideal for these little speedsters. 

BAY ANCHOVIES 

Schools of bay anchovies are easily identifiable by the orange or muddy brown appearance of the bait ball 

in the water. They are typically about 2 to 4 inches long. Like the silverside, their coloration is very 

distinctive, easily identified by their orange or brownish appearance and silver striping. Also like the 

silverside, bass and albies can really key in on their appearance, making it hard to catch without the right 

profile. Anchovy feeds can often be the most exciting as they shower the water. The best retrieve speed 

for mimicking these is a medium to fast retrieve. 

Too Much Bait: If there is an extreme abundance of bay anchovies, so much so that it is hard to get a 

bass or albie to key in on one, your go to retrieve is skippy retrieve, which will simulate one that has 

been separated from the school. 

 

http://www.saltycape.com/
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SOFTBAIT SAND EELS 

These tiny soft bait imitators shine on greasy calm days when albies can be seen sipping sand eels off the 

surface. These surface sipping bites can often be the toughest, as the calm conditions keep albies ultra 

finicky. The imitator sand eels shine on a lightly weighted, ultra light fluoro presentation. We recommend 

no heavier than 12lb test when casting on greasy calm days. Paired with a 1/0 or 3/0 lightly weighted or 

unweighted swimbait hook, these eels can be slowly twitch-paused along the outside corners of a sand eel 

feed. 

Fish The Drop: Work the imitator sand eel with long pauses, allowing the bait to slowly sink through the 

bait school, appearing wounded and vulnerable. Often times, finicky albies can’t ignore an easy meal 

drifting slowly to the bottom. Using an occasional short twitch to keep the bait wigging, work pauses as 

long as 5 - 10 seconds for a unique presentation. 

CLASSIC SOFT BAITS 

There’s no denying the effectiveness of well-presented soft baits for targeting pressured or 

finicky Albies. For over a decade, the 7inch Original Eel Soft Bait has filled a niche when other 

offerings are ignored. Demonstrating some of the most exciting surface explosions we’ve 

witnessed, this larger profile bait can seeming produce aggressive Albies out of nowhere. 

Pro Tip: Simply paired with a heavy 1/2oz weighted swimbait hook for proper balance and keel 

weighted action, these soft baits are best worked quite fast, rod tip pointed to the water. An 

aggressive medium-fast speed retrieve will dance and quiver while drawing in fish from a 

distance. Color wise, bone and bubblegum have become producers during both sunlit afternoon 

and overcast skies. 

http://www.saltycape.com/
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ALBIE RETRIEVES 

Retrieves: False Albacore Fishing Tips with Capt. Mike Hogan #370 

 

Capt. Mike Hogan joins Capt. Shaun Ruge to cover step by step instructions for targeting Albies 

on small metal and Epoxy Jigs. This is the perfect step-by-step guide for anglers new to Albie 

fishing, or seasoned veterans looking for a few new techniques. 

 

“We have encountered super finicky albies this morning,” Capt. Mike said as he cast his rod into 

the water. “There’s certainly plenty of them.” 

 

He knows this because of the large amounts of bait in the area and the super greasy, calm 

conditions. Those two factors alone are why these fish can get finicky.  

 

http://www.saltycape.com/
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Firstly, he recommends using a very long and very light fluorocarbon leader, roughly five to six 

feet in length.  

 

Secondly, Capt. Mike recommends using loops knots on ALL lures to give them their maximum 

action so that when they go through the water, they have a very natural presentation.  

 

Thirdly, paying attention to your retrieves becomes key in landing false albies. There are three 

retrieval techniques that should be considered when targeting finicky albacore.  

 

a. Skippy Retrieve: Reel “reel”-y fast on topwater so the baits are skipping across the 

surface 

b. Slow Retrieve: reel slow through the school to create a wobble-like presentation and 

slowly work you way through the school your targeting 

c. Tip Down Twitch Retrieve: Sink your baits under the school and with the tip in the water, 

burning it super-fast through the school. 

 

The further the lure is out, the higher the tip should be. In return, the closer the lure is to the boat, 

the lower the tip should be until it is in the water. If the lure starts leaping, either slow down or 

lower your tip.  

 

Speaking of lures, Capt. Mike recommends using the Hogy Mini Heavy Minnow (.75oz, Olive) 

or the Hogy Epoxy Jig Lure (5/8oz., Shrimp) 

 

Fourthly, don’t forget to blind cast! You never know what’s lurking under the water, even if 

you’re not seeing fish chasing balled up bait.  

 

And fifthly, approach the school slowly. The more you run and gun between schools, the more 

finicky the albie will become. Seventy-five percent of the time, there is no need to run and gun 

on schools of albie. They are constantly circling back to the same bait balls.  

 

Looking for more tips and tricks? Check out a few of our albie resources here: 

• The Top 14 Hot Spots for Catching Albies on Cape Cod 

• Capt. Mike’s Top Tips for Fooling Finicky Albies 

• Albie Etiquette: 10 Tips for Staying Sane During a Blitz 

• Capt. Mike’s Guide to Albie Lures 
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ALBIE TIPS 

Strategy: Finding Albies Around Cape Cod #380   

I have noticed over the years how focused anglers have become on reports, even to a point where 

it might be counterproductive. Here are a few thoughts on how anglers chasing these reports are 

going about it in the wrong way: 

1. For starters, where the albies are is anybody’s best guess when they first show up at the 

beginning of the season. Someone has to be first! If you don’t head out and look, the best you’ll 

know is where they were yesterday! Keep in mind early fish are movers too. 

2. A report just tells you where they were yesterday. Albie move fast and the ability to find your 

own fish is frequently needed. I would say this is the case at least 75-percent of the time, at least 

to some degree. The fish may have moved only 10 miles but if you are too hung up on “the spot” 

you’ll miss valuable time sniffing around to find your own fish. I can’t tell you how many times I 

have scrambled based on a good report only to discover that the fish had moved. 

3. A report might take you to where there is unpleasant boat traffic or mediocre fishing. By running 

your own playbook, you might find a bigger and better situation. It’s a fact — boats put fish 

down. There may have been a good bite at 8 a.m. but by 9 a.m., it’s over. Have you ever pounded 

a spot with the fleet all day only to end up getting skunked? I never regret picking up and moving 

out of a crowded fishing situation with less than par fishing. 

4. It’s simply badass to skip the reports and find your own fish. After all, it’s the thrill of the hunt 

that keeps us coming back. The fact is, the most efficient way to get albies is at the fish market. 

 

Break Down The Situation 

The key to success is to know when to stick around and when to run. The sharpies know how to 

break down the situation and make calculated decisions based on experience, rules of thumb and 

common sense. Here’s how I have learned to break down the situation over the years that I have 

been albie fishing. 

TIMING: 

• Seasonality: Here on Cape Cod, you should be ready to make these loops by early June. The bite 

can happen earlier, but mid-June is a good starting point. The bite in this region can run hot and 

cool throughout the whole season. Like all albie friendly locales, albie baits in this area can be 

herring, pogies, mackerel, sand eels, half beaks, butterfish, bottom fish and small bluefish. My 

sense is you most frequently see sand eels and half beaks, but I have never tracked my findings. 

In any event, you should be prepared for any of these baits throughout the season. 

• “Yesterday”: If you have good reports, start there. Replicate as much as possible and work from 

there to adapt to the new days’ conditions. Many times, the playbook remains unchanged, but 

many times, a new day in the same spot calls for a few small adjustments to fully capitalize. If the 

fishing is not happening, look at what has changed. 

• Tide: If you know what time the fishing was good yesterday, consider adjusting for the timing of 

today. Often, the bait, and consequently albie, move with tide over the cycle. The fishing can 

move as many as a couple of miles over a couple hours of fishing. If you are fishing without a 
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report, use this same concept to your advantage. The stage of the tide at hand might help suggest 

where to “put lines in.” 

o Slack tide is the best time for peak albie fishing. During this time, bait will rise to the 

surface and this is when the action can really heat up, especially for top water action. Big 

moon periods have the shortest tides and are often considered less desirable. A note here; 

tides can be difficult to look up offshore. Once you identify slack, and record it, you’ll be 

able to extrapolate future times by adding about 50 minutes per day and four hours per 

tide cycle. 

• Time of day: Obviously a non-issue if you are replicating a report, but there’s a few good rules 

of thumb here. Early morning fish and sunset fish tend to be far more aggressive. Albie can bite 

all day and slack is always king. 

TELLS: 

• Birds: 

o Radar: If you have high power radar, you can use it to find birds. Most units today have 

“bird mode” but if yours doesn’t, you can tune yours by turning the gain all the way up 

and removing the clutter. 

o Size: For starters, bird size will likely tell you what size bait you’re dealing with. Any 

birds, including stormy Petrels, are a good sign. But the bigger birds, such as 

Shearwaters, Gannets and Large Gulls are usually a great sign and tend to be the best 

indicators of albie. 

o Activity: You’ll want to identify the birds intentions. Obviously, the Holy Grail is tightly 

vertexing birds with lots of aggressive contacts with the water. What is happening here is 

a predator(s) is pushing up bait, allowing the birds to capitalize on the distracted and 

easily accessed bait. This is a no-brainer situation to put lines in. Slightly lower on the 

spectrum is lots of birds diving, in a fairly defined area. The bigger the better. Still worth 

investigating. Lastly, the weakest of the bird activity is a series of terns “kissing” the 

water. This often occurs from terns feeding on very small bait without any help from 

predators below. Ask yourself, are there any other signs? 

o Loitering: A bunch of birds “hanging” out can be a good sign, meaning that something 

just happened and they are waiting for it to happen again. It could also mean they are just 

hanging out or a dragger went by. Who knows! One way to test this is to approach the 

birds. If they are annoyed but try to stay close, that’s a good sign. If they simply take off, 

they can be written off. 

• Whales: Whales aggressively bubble feeding are a good sign that sand eels are in the area. 

• Bait: Do you see bait on the surface? On the finder? That’s a good sign. Is bait clustered? That’s 

a good sign if bait is balled up. It might be in defense mode. Lots of bait “paving” the finder 

could also be a good sign, but could also mean a lot of bait but no predators. This is a good time 

to rethink the birds. The birds are pretty good at knowing where the is. Do you see birds loitering 

and bait? That’s a pretty good sign. What do you know about the bait? What kind is it? If you 

don’t know species, is it big or small? Packed? Scattered? Answers to any of these questions will 

guide you. 

• Funky Water: This may include nervous water, boils or even rip lines that may pen bait fish, 

making them vulnerable to albie. 

• Slicks: Fish made slicks often means something is getting eaten. Hopefully by albie. If you are 

marking bait, see birds AND slicks, you’re three-quarters of the way there. Investigate the slicks 

for marks. 

• Targets/Breaking Albie: If you see targets and nothing else, you’re in pretty good shape. If you 

see targets and all of the above, you’re in great shape! And breaking fish! Well, enough said.  
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THE ELEMENTS: 

• Current Speed: Let’s say you are marking albie and/or bait and they are toward the bottom in 

300’. Knowing your current speed is important as it will help you select lure weight and size, line 

type and boat speed to get down there. Strong currents can also help point to where the fish might 

end up over the course of the tide. Bait fish often work their way down tide. 

• Light: Thinking about the lighting will help you in a couple of ways. On dark, rainy or foggy 

days, albie often feed closer to the surface throughout the day. Sometimes switching to a darker 

lure for greater contrast in low light will help increase the lure’s visibility. I default to matching 

the hatch, but adapting lure color to the light conditions is my first lure adjustment. 

• Water Temperature: Since we are talking albie, we’re primarily dealing with cooler water albie 

fishing as opposed to gulf stream based Yellowfin, albacores, etc. THAT SAID, temp breaks do 

corral bait and serve as a sort of structure. Pay close attention to temp breaks. 

• Wind: I look at wind in three ways when assessing fishing for albie. 

o Direction: Did it change from yesterday? If so, where might that wind direction have 

pushed the fish over the night? Did it change to the East or Northeast? Still seeing marks? 

Well that just stinks, because that wind kills fishing! In that case, you might be better off 

grinding it out where you know the fish are. You’ll be in the same boat in any other spot! 

o Wind Pull: Make sure you are casting a lure heavy enough to deal with heavy wind with 

line pull on the surface. If you are jigging, your boat will be drifting faster. Make sure 

your jig is heavy enough to deal with your target depth. 

o Impact on Migrating fish: Are fish following the general direction of the wind? Ask 

yourself if the past day-to-day variations on where they were was consistent with the 

prevailing wind direction. If they are moving with the wind, use this Intel to project 

where you might start. 

 

Developing a Strategy to Find Fish 

When you are albie fishing, you really don’t have much structure to anchor fish to an area. You 

are pretty much at the mercy of the direction the bait is heading, the ability of albie to find said 

bait and lastly, and most importantly, hoping the fish are in the mood to eat. There are a lot of 

moving parts to assess, to say the least. Putting together a logical and adaptable strategy before 

heading out will greatly up your game. 

1. Gather Intel: List of questions to ask yourself 

1. Time of bite? 

2. Time of slack tide? 

3. Was bite best at slack tide? 

4. What bait were they feeding on? 

5. What is the wind direction and speed that day? 

2. Extrapolate: Compare conditions during last report and today’s weather and extrapolate time of 

slack tides and extrapolate where wind and current might push fish. If it’s a recent report, tide 

differences will vary only by a couple of hours. Develop your plan. 

• Obviously start where the last know information left off. 

• If no fish or inadequate tells, head the direction the wind and tide differences might have pushed 

the fish. 
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• If still poor fishing, time to run the spots. It’s handy to have a float plan ready to go so you can 

gauge how long it will take you to hit the other “known areas” within rang. Sometimes a hot spot 

just needs a couple of hours to develop. A loop with a return could hedge that bet. 

3. Create Back Up Plan: If you don’t have any reports, a simple float plan will help you cover “the 

spots” efficiently. Here’s a sample plan I use on Cape Cod: 
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ALBIE TECHNIQUES 

How To: Trolling Metals and Hogy Epoxy Jig Lures #300 

 

During the first few weeks of August 2016, bonito have filled in around the usual haunts 

surrounding Nantucket and Martha’s Vineyard’s outer shoals. Anglers stopping on their way 

back from offshore have had no trouble picking a few up for the grill. Capt. Mike Hogan and 

Capt. Shaun Ruge went out in search of some morning fish southwest of the Nantucket islands 

on Wednesday August 10th and after some searching, the bonito bite did not disappoint. The 

troll and cast routine was productive (troll jigs and swimmers to locate, saturate the area of a 

caught fish or bait concentrations with blind casts for more then move on). 

FINDING FISH 

There are a few schools of thought when fishing the shoals for bonito. Either a.) hunt them, or b.) 

post up and let them hunt you. Bonito are fast moving and often structure orientated. They will 

run parallel to sand bars, likely on the deeper water sides and typically not on top of the higher 

shallow spots. They follow more of a smash and run routine but can be found with sustained 

feeding activity out in open water flats balling up bait fish. More often than not the drill is 

to identify an area holding bait and other predatory fish (bluefish and sea bass). When bonito run 

through the area, the action can be hectic but often short lived until the next school moves 

through. The Salty Cape-preferred method is to hunt them. Move around the shoals at slow speed 

looking for signs of fish. This includes everything from actually seeing them darting around, 

concentrations of bait fish and birds, or other active predators. Remember boats do not always 

equal fish (nothing attracts a crowd like a crowd) so you will likely do better searching on your 

own. It is not uncommon to see surface feeding sea bass and bluefish mixed in. Like striped bass 

fishing a rip, just because you have a sand bar and moving water doesn’t mean the fish will 

come. There are always different parts of the shoal that will fish better on any given day as they 

hold more life. Day in and day out that may not always be the same place even on the same tides 

so let observation and birds be your guide. A good pair of binoculars or using your radar to 

locate flocks can go a long way here. 

TECHNIQUE 

A popular technique is to troll the area parallel to the shoals to locate concentrations of bait and 

fish, then blind cast the area to catch more. Lures in the water catch fish, so never stop casting. 

Sounds obvious, but how many times do you see boats with anglers on the bow just standing 

around? No one ever caught a bonito with a lure in the hand, keep casting! The troll and go keeps 

lures in the water and will increase your hookup ratio when bonito are not actively visibly on the 

surface for casting anglers are resting. It is not uncommon to catch ten bluefish for every one 

bonito. Weeds can be a problem on some tides so you may also need to move around to get out 

of the grass and other stirred up debris. 
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Capt. Mike’s preferred trolling lures consist of (1) 2.5oz Sand Eel Jig and (1) 7/8oz Epoxy Jig, 

but any metals in similar profile and weights would do the trick. Vary your weights to fish 

various levels of the water column. Fish the epoxy jig a little closer than the sand eel jig to make 

for a quicker conversion from trolling to casting. 

One technique that Capt. Mike was successfully able to demonstrate was trolling with heavier 

jigs rigged with single bucktail hooks, instead of swimmers which many folks prefer. Here are a 

few of the advantages: 

1) Faster weed checks due to not having bill-drag to reel against. Less weeds for that matter too. 

2) The ability to drop on stripers you may find on the fish finder. 

3) A quicker conversion to switch to casting fish. 

4) Easier de-hooking and less harm to fish. 
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How To: Jigging’ Troll Soft Baits for Albies #311 

When bonito and false albacore are known to be in an area but are not showing on the surface, 

this is a fantastic technique. Many experienced anglers always begin their albie and bonito trips 

this way, switching to casting if fish are sighted. If “run and gun” isn’t your style, this can be a 

great way to hook up even when there ARE fish feeding on top!  

Light Tackle Trolling for False Albies 

The hooter is the last shoal between Nantucket sound and the Atlantic Ocean. I recommend using 

a Hogy 7-inch Original with a 5/0 weighted Swim Bait Hook when targeting false albies in this 

area.  

You’re going to want to jig this bait while you’re trolling, making this a very hands-on method 

as compared to just sticking a swimming plug in the holder. A lot of people love that it’s so 

hands-on because they can feel the hit of the fish.  

I tend to keep a pre-measured length of lead core on my spool, about 125-feet of it, because at 

the end of the pre-measured amount, I have 40lb. test braid which allows me to take the boat out 

of gear and drop back. It’s important to always know how much line is behind you before you 

engage.  

I normally change RPM’s quite a bit when I am trolling but you always want to start slow and 

gradually increase your trolling speed when performing this method. We’re going to start at 

about 5 mph, bring the speed up and slow the speed down while we are dialing in on the magic 

code for these albies. Consider the strength of the current when you’re choosing a trolling speed.   

While I’m trolling, I have one hand holding the butt and the other hand in front of the reel. And 

I’m just twitching it, it’s really going to make that bait dance. When you get a hit, you’ll know 

for sure. They’ll take a lot of line at first so just let them run. You don’t necessarily need to set 

the hook between the movement of the boat and the hit from the fish, especially with their soft 

mouths. I don’t recommend it with this method.  

You can put it in the holder but it works much better when you’re trolling and jigging. They’re 

strong fish so you want to be ready to crank down on the line, especially when they swim at you.  

One nice thing about these soft baits and these single hooks, it’s really easy for a safe release 

opposed to the trolling plugs.  

Boat: Pathfinder 23dv 

Rod: 8′ Musky Rod 

Reel: Avet JX 

Line: Cortland LC13 Fast Sinking Line 

Leader: 10ft of 40lb Flouro 

Bait: 7″ Hogy Original in amber color. Tied direct with a loop knot. 
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Strategy: How To Walk and Gun for Albies #390 

Outline: How to Walk and Gun for False Albacore 

• Notes: The slow approach is the ideal way to target albie and is usually associated with good 

fishing where there are numerous schools and plenty for everyone. You can consider the 

approach to be a hybrid of The Running and Gunning Method and the Blind Cast Method. 

• When: This is a great approach when there are a number of fish breaking in a wide area. 

• How-To: Keep it slow and easy. No need for hard running. Idling up to a school at 10 knots or 

less is ideal. There is no need to hurry in this situation as there are plenty of scattered feeds and 

they are popping up and down. If you go slow and happy, you might not even get to the school 

before seeing fish. The main goal is to be slow and deliberate to keep from spooking fish as you 

close in on the distance. 

o Approach slowly when a nearby school pops up 

 

 

• Blind cast and believe! 
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Strategy: How To Search and Ready for False Albacore #391 

Search and Ready for False Albie Casting  

• Notes: The “search and ready” technique consists of cruising around at 15 knots or so looking for 

either targets or better signs. 

• When: You’ll typically be running in an area where fish have been popping up for long intervals 

but with long time spans over a wide area. You get the advantage of have the boat at cruising 

speed so no time is lost while ramping up with noisy RPM changes. Search and ready also allows 

you to cover a much wider area than troll scanning. 

 

• How: Search and ready anglers are holding rods and ready so there are no delays when it’s go 

time. You always have at least one angler with eyes glued to the fish finder while all others are 

glued to the water looking for boils, subtle water pushes and v-wakes that may be actual albies. 

Of course, you are looking for breaking fish and crazy birds, too! This is a good technique as you 

cover some ground allowing you to find tuna on your fish finder. And if you do, you can 

immediately stop to cast or jig. 

o Pros: Covering a lot of ground, enhanced ability to scan the surface for breaking fish or 

suspended fish, reduces reaction time 

o Cons: Boat noise, less time spent with lures in the water 

Be sure to keep eyes glued on the fish finder. Even if you are focused with top water action, deep fish on 

the finder are great places to cast. Albies have great eyesight and will come from great depths to smash a 

lure. Also, keep in mind, you are only seeing what is under the boat. There’s a meaningful chance there 

are others in the immediate area. 
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Strategy: How To – Troll Scanning for False Albacore #392 

Notes: When you are drifting, your main focus – in addition to blind casting – is to study the above water 

life and watch the fish finder when you are cruising in between “sits.” I view troll scanning as taking this 

method to the next level in that you are seeing more water below the surface and the same amount of life 

above surface. Furthermore, you are effectively getting two uber-blind casts with the lures trolling behind 

the boat. Lastly, if you mark fish down deep, you have the ability to drop those lures to the targets and 

have anglers cast while the lures sink. 

 

• When: I am a fan of troll scanning when the fish seem to get really scattered and there is no 

semblance of a pattern 

• How: I know some people will question the engine noise and the easily spooked fish in this 

situation. I run a diesel engine boat and feel my engine noise is not an issue; the pitch is different 

and quieter. My RPMs are consistent but I also believe it to be important with gas or diesel 

engines. I think outboards but they are more likely to pick up and bury the throttle -- hence the 

bad rep on spooking fish. I bet if anglers ran their outboards like diesels while cruising around, 

less spooking would occur. 

o Variable depths: You want lures that will fish close to the surface on the troll but drop 

quickly when the boat is out of gear. For that reason, I like the Hogy Pro Tail Paddles 

series for the job. They have a lot of drag so they rise to the surface when trolling but 

they come in heavy weights up to 16oz, so they drop fast when out of gear .I will simply 

put (2) 6.5” Hogy Pro Tail Paddles way back and idle along, vectoring toward anything 

that looks juicy. 

o Look for signs: I “break for any targets” when troll scanning around scattered pods. 

o Flat line clips: I use flat line clips because it makes it easier to belt a cast off over the 

trolling lines. Otherwise, you’ll have to maneuver around line at a 60-degree angle with a 

7’ rod tip. 

o Cast on every stop: If you are stopping and dropping, chances are there’s a reason. If it’s 

good enough to stop, it’s good enough to blind cast. 
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Strategy: How To – Blind Casting for False Albacore #393 

Notes: I wish I kept a log of the methods used for each albie I have caught over the years. I suspect that a 

shocking percentage of fish I have caught have been on a blind cast. If you believe that tuna are spooked 

by boat traffic, it makes sense. Seeing that you are in an area with bait and feeding tuna, you are already 

75 percent of the way to success. 

 

• When: The ideal time to blind cast is when you are in a defined area with lots of life. Here’s a 

few scenarios where it makes sense. 

• Acres of feeding fish: Why risk spooking the fish? Just cast and wait your turn. 

• Scattered feeding fish in a defined area: If they are active, they will find your lure sooner or 

later and your time will have been better spent with lures in the water than out of the water while 

you run around looking for obvious signs. 

• Scattered finicky fish: Boat traffic is the top reason fish get spooky. If this is the case, it is time 

to go stealth mode. 

• How: Half of the effectiveness of blind casting comes from just sitting quietly and waiting and 

studying what you can see above water. You are looking for circling birds – especially 

shearwaters – nervous water from bait that is not comfortable, wakes from cruising tuna and even 

rip lines that might pen bait in a certain area making them an easy target that would draw tuna in. 

I’ll stop for good bait marks on the finder, birds circling, funky water that might be nervous bait 

or water that might be a disturbance from moving fish. You might notice a general direction the 

fish are following, If so, you can start to follow in that direction, too. Meanwhile, everyone on 

board should be beating the water to a froth with blind casts and a couple of dead sticks in the 

holder. One angler should be casting a large top-water slider to create some commotion as the 

plug lands while other anglers should focus on sub-surface retrieves until you crack the code. I 

give each “sit” 15 minutes – depending on the quality of the “tells” – before moving on. When I 

move on, I make sure my boat movements are gentle and deliberate. 
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Strategy: How To – Run and Gun for False Albacore #394 

Outline: Run and Gun for False Albacore 

• Notes: To many people, running and gunning is the name of the game but it is highly disruptive 

to tuna. Albie and bait fish get very spooked by loud hull noise, engines screaming and changing 

RPM's with boats running through schools. Unfortunately, this happens way too often, even when 

there are plenty of fish. Resist the temptation to charge around if unnecessary. It will be tempting 

to cover lots of ground but will work to your disadvantage unless you can truly get on top of the 

fish. 

• When: There is a time and place for running and gunning but great care needs to be taken not to 

spook fish or disrupt other fisherman. Running and gunning is appropriate in situations where 

there are widely scattered fish that would otherwise not be accessible without motoring. You’ll 

want to count how long the fish are staying up feeding for. If they are up for only 3 or 4 seconds, 

you won’t have a chance unless you are already on scene. The magic number is 10 seconds. If 

they are up for 10 seconds consistently, it’s time to motor. 

 

• How: Once you have identified good fish to come up on, be very mindful on how you are doing 

so. 

o Long hang time: 10 seconds a good rule of thumb. You can make it pretty far in 10 

seconds. 

o Play it cool: Charge to close the distance but back off the throttle 100 yards out from the 

fish. I expect anglers to start casting when fish are about 50-60 yards out. You certainly 

want consistent RPMs from here on out as you approach the school. 

o Upwind: Ideally you are approaching the school upwind and are able to get ahead of the 

fish. Upwind will allow you to make longer casts, which will allow you to stay further 

away from the school, spooking them less. 

o Go around: Take the time to power around to the outside and lead the school from the 

front. You will spook the fish if you troll or motor across the front or through the school. 
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o Golden Rule: Etiquette is always important if you believe in the golden rule but even if 

you are a true narcissist, you are still better off keeping it classy as too much boat noise 

will kill the fishing. 

o Wait your turn: Ideally only one boat per feed, maybe two if it works out that a feed 

popped up in between. Only three boats when it’s a very large feed. Numerous boats 

flocking to a feed will put the fish down. 

o First come, first serve: The closest boat with clear intentions should get first cast. 

o Trolling: Leave plenty of room if guys are trolling on them, they are limited in their 

maneuverability and they go slow. A troller may have spotted fish first but takes him 

longer to get there. For that reason, I give a trolling boat a 60 yard handicap, meaning if 

we are both 60 yards from the school and the troller plainly got to that spot within 30 

seconds of me speeding to that spot, it belongs to the troller. 
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ALBIE ETIQUETTE: 

 

Albie Etiquette: 10 Tips for Staying Sane During a Blitz #360 

 

For some reason albie fishing brings out the worst in inshore anglers. I can often go an entire 

season with fewer frustrations than I do in just one trip albie fishing. People can lose their calm, 

get hostile and competitive with these silly fish and make fishing not fun. So this season, I 

thought I’d take a few moments while I sip a couple Cisco Whale Tales and type a summary of 

the various conversations I’ve had over the years with our pro-staff on how to be a good albie 

team player. 
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NOTE: I am typing this on August 31, 2019 and I do have to say it is my experience thus far 

into the season that people have been very well behaved. But there’s at least another month of 

inshore albie fishing, which is plenty of time for frustrations to mount. 

1. Do Respect Common Decency: Common decency on roads and sidewalks applies to the 

water. You wouldn’t cut someone off on the street or at your kid’s soccer game, you shouldn’t 

do that on the water. 

2. Do Keep Calm: Seriously, calm the $%&*! Down. It’s easy to look like an idiot running 

around frantically. Frenzied angling will lead to bad knots, closed bail casts –and- worst of all, 

bad boating manners which will mess the fishing up for more people than just yourself. It’s just 

fishing. It’s a recreational fishery for fish with very little food value. Have fun. Relax. 

3. Don’t be a Spooker: Running and gunning and charging into fish works for a short while but 

eventually spooks the fish. In my experience, random changes in RPMs disturbs albies and bait 

fish. Another reason to avoid this is the fact that schools that are visible on the surface often 

represent the top of a pyramid, with many more fish under water. As a result, if you charge up, 

you are possibly cutting your options to catch way down. 

4. Don’t Be a Cutter: Do not position your boat between another boat and three cast lengths to a 

school. The other boat may be slowly (and properly) leading a school. 

5. Don’t Be a Gunner: Never drive your boat into the actual school. Slow down to idle speed 

when within 3 cast lengths away. If you lead the school properly, and ideally, approach the 

school up wind, you can idle up slowly. 

6. Do be an Idler: Approach the school slowly at constant RPMs. Best way to do this is to 

approach a school at quicker speeds from afar, get in front of it, and proceed more slowly as the 

school draws closer to your mark. Idlers catch more fish than gunners. 

7. Do be a Drifter: When there are loads of fish and loads of boats, everyone is a winner if there 

is an agreement to make long drifts with the engines off. The albies will stay interested longer. 

Study the fish movements; they typically make patterned reoccurring runs through an area. So 

once you get the gist of the school, go up-wind or up-tide, kill the engine and drift. Don’t forget 

to blind cast. If you have the stamina to blind cast all day in this situation, you will increase your 

catch rate considerably. 

8. Do go with the Flow: When in doubt, go with the flow. Yes, everyone has the same right to 

the ocean, but if a group of boats finds a natural rhythm that is working for everyone, please 

don’t deviate. For example, if everyone is drifting, don’t anchor or vice versa. If everyone is 

being a bully, just follow rule number one, and post videos of bad etiquette on Salty Cape. 

9. Do Share: If you have the opportunity to approach a school of fish with your spinning rod 

while another boat is approaching the same school with fly roads, it’s classy to let the fly guy get 

a head start. He or she has 1/3 the range of a spinning rod.  
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10. Watch your Back Cast: Fly guys take up a big footprint. Just because fly anglers have 

diminished range, it doesn’t mean you don’t have any responsibly for your actions. Please mind 

your back cast, and understand the value of knowing when to hold them and when to fold them 

on a school. 
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